MOONEN 94

Smooth sailing

all the way with Nilo
One shipyard knows how to builD
fast yachts and satisfy its customers
every time. One might say the new
owner is ‘over the Moon-en!’
By Frances and Michael Howorth

S

hipyards frequently develop ranges of yachts only to find that the
model at the top end of the range is not enough for the client who,
having bought one, wants to move onwards and upwards in size and
specification. In cases like this, the yard has only two options - either lose
the client to another builder, or design and construct a new yacht that will satisfy
the demands.
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Therefore, it comes as no surprise to learn that Moonen (whose yard
is in Hertogenbosh, Holland) has created the 94 Alu as part of its Fast
Range Series for a client who liked the Moonen 84 four-cabin concept,
but wanted more space and speed.
René van der Velden, the designer behind the current range, was
called in to work with naval architects Stolk Marimecs and Art-Line
interiors. Together the team came up with a longer, well-designed
quality yacht with similar accommodations to its little sister, yet lighter
in displacement and capable of significantly higher speeds. The new
28.94 metre hull offers a sportier flair and extends the horizontal lines
of the smaller yacht to achieve a more aerodynamic exterior. Stolk
Marimecs shaped her round-bilge, semi-displacement hull of about
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TOP: Warmth and light are the theme of the interiors.
LOWER LEFT: Galley on the main deck.

110 tonne displacement and moderately higher length-to-beam ratio, to
reduce resistance at cruising speed and provide a softer ride at high speed,
while maintaining good seakeeping, manoeuvrability and fuel economy.
Noise and vibration reduction were high on the builder’s priorities with
the result being close to silent running at all speeds.
This yacht and Moonen’s entire ‘Fast Yacht Series’ will be built in
light, strong, corrosion-resistant Sealium: an aluminium alloy that has
achieved wide application in aerospace, shipbuilding, and commercial
land construction, and which is conveniently cut, bent, and welded using
the same methods as the more common 5083 alloys.
The interior is styled by the Art-Line team of Marilyn Bos de Vaal and
Frank Pieterse, also responsible for the most recent Moonen 84’s. Their

brief was to create a family summer house incorporating sun and sea.
The designers used natural materials in light, bright tones and created
open, flowing spaces. By co-ordinating the colours, surface structures and
materials, not only in the living areas and wheelhouse on the main deck
but also in the guest cabins on the lower deck, there is a unity to the
whole yacht that in no way undermines the feeling of solid built comfort
so typical of Moonen yachts. The emphasis in the wheelhouse is on cosy
cruising with facing forward couches placed on either side of the pilot
chair in front of hidden, retractable tables. These tables can serve multiple
functions; they can be used to set up drinks and snacks for guests who
want to watch the captain at the helm, or for crew to use for chart work,
administration or at meal times.
The wheelhouse, staircase area and main saloon are fluidly connected
by slightly curved bulkheads with strong horizontal visual lines, separated
by recesses for floral displays.
The dining area between the wheelhouse and the main saloon
features a generous table situated in front of a large couch on the
starboard side that can be used informally during the day or do duty at
formal evening functions.
Opposite, on the starboard side, a multifunctional bar and buffet area
can also be used as a computer area; this area is separated from the main
saloon by an open screen of rough bamboo.
Large windows let in plenty of natural light, while the light-coloured
woven veneers on the cabinets and the unusual raw cane finish on the
ceiling panels in both the dining and main saloon areas, emphasise the
light, clean look and link the areas together.
The main saloon has plenty of comfortable seating; the leather finishes
make for very easy maintenance.
The compact galley is located on the port side behind the wheelhouse
and, like the rest of the yacht, has light-coloured woven veneers on the
cabinets and plenty of natural light.
The four guest cabins on the lower deck also feature light coloured
woven veneers and include leather carved art panels inspired by historical
sea maps. The large full beam master cabin, amidships, has a centrally
placed king sized bed and green and yellow soft furnishings. A large walkin wardrobe to starboard, and a bathroom with shower to port, separate the
guest area from the engine room. The other three guest cabins forward, all
with ensuite bathrooms with shower, include two twin-bedded cabins, one
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LEFT & TOP RIGHT: Full bean master stateroom.
BELOW RIGHT: Interior furnishes are artistic
and contemporary.

to port and one to starboard, and a larger double bedded cabin forward.
The crew area in the stern includes one cabin for two or three crew and a
comfortable crew mess.
Noise and vibration

Moonen has created an extensive package of measures to reduce noise
levels as much as possible on board this yacht. Sound insulation can
frequently add weight to yachts and in fast yachts the trick is to ensure
that insulation is added only where necessary to reduce noise. The end
results are impressive: at displacement speeds the noise level was almost
the same as on the best of steel yachts and never reached more than 70
dBA anywhere in the yacht even at top speed. At cruising speeds the noise
levels were down into the small 60’s and at anchor, with just the generators
running, the yacht had noise levels below 35 dBA.
The designers have used the greater hull length to expand the forward
accommodations, extend the swim platform, enlarge the lazzarette and
create a longer engine room to include more powerful engines. They also
gave her duct keel tanks and double-bottom tanks integrated into the hull.
Nilo, the first of these new yachts, is powered by the new Caterpillar
ACERT high-performance engines and is driven by Servogear controllablepitch propellers running in high-efficiency tunnels, and steered by customdesigned rudders also from Servogear.
Controllable pitch propellers

The concept of controllable pitch propellers (CPP) in fast craft is not
new. They are in use aboard many commercial vessels but given the
conventional nature of the yachting industry, it is not surprising that few
of these units are installed aboard yachts. Those yachts that have embraced
the technology are sailing yachts with propellers whose blades can be
moved into the vane-position for reducing drag when the propellers are
not in use.
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The system offers many advantages for yachting, especially for highspeed motor yachts. The first of these is manoeuvrability.
With fixed high-pitched propellers a yacht tends to “jump” when a
gearbox is clutched in at low engine idle speed.
This can make manoeuvring uncomfortable and even worry those with a
nervous disposition. Frequently yachts with this fixed high-pitched propeller
find it difficult to manoeuvre at low speeds because even at idle some of the
more lightweight yachts can have speeds in excess of eight knots.
The only way around this problem is for the captain to constantly
clutch in and out, a move that gearboxes don’t much like.
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Nilo’s controllable - pitch propellers

This tactic can sometimes cause problems for a captain while working
inside speed-restricted waters such as canals, docks and marinas.
To overcome this, Nilo, with her controllable propellers, is operated in
a constant rpm mode, where the engine rpm is fixed at an idle speed of
around 1000 to 1200 rpm, and levers then control the pitch. We found that
docking the yacht, once we had understood the new propeller principle, was
considerably easier than docking boats with conventional propellers.
The second advantage can be seen when working in normal operation
mode. Here the pitch and rpm are both controlled by levers beside the
helm and they use the relationship between pitch and rpm to produce
maximum acceleration and a very smooth picking up of speed. In our tests
carried out aboard Nilo, we went from 0 to 20 knots in just 20 seconds
and from standstill to the top speed of 26.5 knots in just 40 seconds.
When we put the yacht into a crash stop, we experienced an extremely
smooth transition as pitch and rpm were both reduced to zero and then
increased in reverse.
The result was a crash stop of just two-and-half ships length, but what
was more impressive was the smoothness of the entire operation.
The third advantage is running the propellers in the so-called back-up
mode. This means that the lever controls the rpm of the engines, and the
pitch can be changed by means of push buttons. In this case the pitch can
be increased to a level that is higher than the programmed 100 per cent and,
by doing so, it is possible to find the best specific fuel-consumption level
for the main engines. By optimising this pitch and rpm combination, the
lowest possible fuel consumption is achieved for improved range. This can
be an attractive proposition when making long distances at sea where there
is time to seek out and implement this optimum.
Moonen chose Servogear as equipment suppliers for Nilo because of its
proven track record in the field of CPP aboard high-speed vessels.
Bringing the concept to fruition has been helped immensely by the
attitude and approach of the yacht’s commissioning owner, who is an
extremely experienced yachtsman. He is also a commercial ship-owner who
understands many of the advantages of the CPP. As a resident of Istanbul,
he knew many of the Bosphorus ferry boat owners who equipped their
boats with Servogear CPP propellers. Their valuable feedback regarding
the propellers’ reliability and all the other advantages outlined in this
feature, convinced him to install this system on his yacht.
Shortly after her delivery in Holland, Nilo’s new owner and his crew set
her off on a cruise to Norway, Sweden and Denmark.
They encountered winds of force 6 to 7 in the North Sea, and extremely
large swells. All those on board said they were extremely impressed by
the yacht’s seakeeping abilities; the stabilizers kept her comfortable
throughout and with an average speed of 13 knots she consumed around
170 litres an hour.
It’s probably fair to say that Nilo’s owner has provided Moonen with one
very happy and well-satisfied customer.
For further information visit www.moonen.com
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Technical specifications

28.70 m Length
25.25 m Length on waterline
6.80 m Beam
1.80 m Draught
83.0 tonnes Displacement

(lightship)

Aluminum Hull Material
Aluminum Superstructure Material
17,000 litres Fuel capacity
3000 litres Freshwater capacity
1500 litres Black water capacity
1500 litres Grey water capacity:
2 x Caterpillar 32ACERT Engines
1343kW at 2300 rpm Output
26.5 knots at 10% load Maximum speed
18.5 knots at 50% load. Continuous speed
2500 nautical miles Range at economical

speed

René van der Velden Design
ArtLine Interior design
Stolk Marimecs Naval Architecture

